Access Now wishes to express sincere gratitude for the more than 880 caring and compassionate physicians and healthcare staff who generously donate their medical services free of charge to patients in need. In 2016 alone, Access Now made nearly 10,700 office and hospital appointments for 2,425 patients. As thousands of Richmond-area residents still lack health insurance, Access Now—part of the Richmond Academy of Medicine—keeps partnering with area safety net clinics, coordinating access to vital specialty care donated by the physicians and staff of the outstanding medical practices listed below. If you know them, please say THANK YOU! Richmond is a healthier community because they care.

To donate or learn more, visit accessnow.ramdocs.org

Access Now has helped me live a productive life.
— Tammy Miller

I liked them because of the way they treated me.
— Jean Randolph

They helped me get my health where I’m more able to do things a little better.
— Randy Payne